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Analysis
Lebanon’s Economic Hardship is Yet Another Arena

for Gulf States’ Rivalry

Although there is a history of Gulf
nations utilizing dollar diplomacy
in order to gain influence in Lebanon, recent Qatari and Saudi
pledges of economic assistance
to Beirut are an indication that
the Gulf crisis is overshadowing
the GCC states’ foreign policies.
Consequently, previously harmonized policies have been replaced by nations’ individual
efforts to carve-out bilateral regional roles. Since the end of the Lebanese civil war 29
years ago, Beirut’s domestic politics were overshadowed by two axes, each of which continues to be spearheaded by either Iran or Saudi Arabia. However, both Tehran and Riyadh are watching the roles of new influencers among other Gulf States rise in Lebanon’s
political arena. This has been made possible by Beirut’s increased need of economic aid,
and the simultaneous challenging of Iran’s and Saudi Arabia’s influence as a result of international pressure, sanctions, or foreign policy miscalculations. Read more

Reconceptualizing Trade Relations: Brexit and the GCC
Tapping into Prime Minister
Theresa May’s promise of a
post-Brexit “truly global Britain,”
the decision to leave the European Union has consistently been
cast by pro-Brexiteers as an economic opportunity for the United
Kingdom to lose its “shackles”
and fulfill its economic potential through new bilateral engagements.[1] Indeed, strengthening economic partnerships offers opportunities to increase export growth and investment flows. In order to build “a strong, self-governing global Britain,” the UK is likely
to leverage pre-existing economic cooperation with Middle Eastern trading partners to
enhance investment opportunities and trade volumes through multilateral and bilateral
trade agreements. [2] The GCC states – in particular Saudi Arabia and the United Arab
Emirates – are well-positioned to do this based on abundant capital and historic relations
with the UK; nevertheless, significant obstacles remain. Read more

Analysis
Yemen’s Future: A Humanitarian Calamity and A Lost Generation
As next month the War in Yemen
enters into its fifth year, and with
no resolution in sight, the ongoing conflict continues to push
millions of Yemenis out of their
homes and jeopardize an entire
generation’s health and future.
The blockade enforced on the
country, coupled with the hostilities and atrocities committed by the warring parties has
contributed to the country’s widespread famine. The subsequent mass starvation of the
Yemeni people has in first and foremost affected Yemen’s children and threatened their
health, life, and basic rights. The consequences for Yemen’s population of nearly 28 million continues to be beyond tragic. The United Nations World Food Program (WFP) has
recently warned that “hunger in Yemen is threatening a whole generation.” The humanitarian situation in Yemen continues to deteriorate in what was already one of the poorest
countries in the Middle East. With no comprehensive peace deal in sight and a lack of
sufficient humanitarian aid, Yemenis will suffer for decades as a result of this fierce war’s
scorched-earth ramifications. Despite a lack of sustainable solutions, the scale of the
crisis in Yemen has built efforts to alleviate its suffering into the largest humanitarian aid
operation in the world. Read More

Gulf States Split on Iran
The Trump Administration’s
strategy to contain Iran’s regional influence is seemingly predicated on abject unity among the
Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC)
states, and an assumption of
unequivocal cooperation with
the United States. U.S. officials
have reiterated that the GCC states are to form the core of a new strategic, anti-Iran
alliance of Sunni Muslim-dominated states called the “Middle East Strategic Alliance”
(MESA). The Administration has not abandoned this strategy even though the GCC is
more divided now over the threat posed by Iran’s Islamic Revolution that at any point
since its formation in 1981. However, divisions within the GCC that transcend the Iran
issue have repeatedly frustrated Administration efforts to formally inaugurate MESA in
a planned U.S.-GCC summit, a meeting that was planned for spring of 2018, postponed
several times, and for which no new date has yet been set. Read More

Analysis
Investing in Saudi Arabia’s NIDLP
With the widespread outrage following the Khashoggi case, the
imprisonment of human rights
activists in Saudi Arabia, and the
raging Yemeni crisis Mohammed bin Salman each having
contributed to the defamation of
Saudi Crown Princeman’s (MbS)
image in Washington and other Western capitals, the young leader remains committed
to Vision 2030, using it as a catalyst to continue branding himself as the Kingdom’s reformer. This grand reform agenda, which aims to diversify Saudi Arabia’s economy away
from oil in line with largely neo-liberal prescriptions for prosperity, will require massive
amounts of foreign investment. Yet as Saudi Arabia’s reputation in the West continues
to suffer against the backdrop of countless issues that have resulted in strong criticism
of MbS coming from North American and European statesmen and diplomats, it is important to question whether international backlash will impede Saudi leadership from
attracting the foreign investment required to implement Vision 2030. Read More

2020 Presidential Campaigns
Candidates Briefing
What a Bernie Sanders Presidency Could Mean for the Gulf
Looking to replicate the unexpected successes of his primary
challenge in the 2016 Democratic nominating contest, Bernie
Sanders (I-VT) has announced
that he will be launching a second bid for the Democratic nomination for President in 2020.
While this time around he will have to share the progressive lane with several other antiestablishment Democrats, Sanders benefits from the ways in which his prior campaign
already necessitated that he beef-up his foreign policy credentials. Specifically in regards
to the Gulf, while the foreign policy of several of his counterparts seems limited to scorning the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA), Sanders has a familiarity with the region that extends across the other states of the Arabian littoral. Still, in most recent memory Sanders’
foreign policy achievements are related to Saudi Arabia, and the Senator cemented his
spot in history by becoming the first lawmaker to successfully pass a measure invoking
the controversial War Powers Resolution. Read More

What an Amy Klobuchar Presidency Could Mean for the Gulf
Senator Amy Klobuchar (D-MN)
became the fifth Democratic
Senator to announce her candidacy for the Democratic nomination in 2020. However, in spite
of a lifetime spent in America’s
heartland, Senator Klobuchar
has not been prevented from
looking outward. During her Congressional tenure, Klobuchar has tackled Gulf-related
foreign policy issues, with her most significant contribution having been leading the Senate’s efforts to ensure that Gulf-based airlines do not use government subsidies to create
unfair competition with U.S – airlines. Read More

2020 Presidential Campaigns
Candidates Briefing
What a Bill Weld Presidency Could Mean for the Gulf
In what may feel like a welcome
reprieve from the seemingly daily declarations of candidacy by
various Democrats, former Massachusetts Governor Bill Weld
(R) announced today that he had
formed an exploratory committee
in order to challenge President
Donald Trump for the Republican nomination for President in 2020. Mr. Weld is not an
outright stranger to the realities of a presidential campaign, as in 2016 he was the running-mate on the Libertarian Presidential ticket with former New Mexico Governor Gary
Johnson. While this time Weld seems intent on working within the standard two-party
system, his place on the Libertarian end of the Republican spectrum would bring with it a
foreign policy that deviates from the traditional norms of his party. While Mr. Weld’s personal interest and comments on the Gulf region appear limited, the philosophy inherent
to his Libertarianism should nonetheless catch the attention of the Gulf, as, if successful,
it would imply significant changes in U.S policy toward the region. Read More

February 2019 Panel
On February 8th, 2019 Gulf International Form was honored to host United Nations Humanitarian Envoy H.E Ambassador Dr. Ahmed Mohamed Al-Meraikhi for
a conversation, “Gulf Humanitarian Efforts in a Turbulent Region.” GIF was equally
honored that the conversation was moderated by Mr. Paul Glastris, current Editor-In-Chief of Washington Monthly and former senior speech writer to President
Bill Clinton. The conversation was wide-ranging in scope and generally discussed
the United Nations’ efforts to alleviate suffering in crisis-afflicted areas across the
globe, and the role of Gulf-sourced aid in sponsoring those projects.
Continue Reading the Recap.
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